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Abstract. In the analysis of electromagnetic scattering by distributions of small dielectric 
particles an approximation to the scattered field can be obtained by representing the 
electrical interaction of the particles in terms of the dipole moments of the individual 
particles. The calculation of the moments necessitates the solution of certain static 
scattering problems, and this becomes numerically difficult when the particles are thin. An 
integral equation formulation of the static scattering problem specialized to the case of thin 
planar dielectric plates is presented, along with an efficient numerical routine. Dipole 
moments are obtained over a range ofpermittivities for plates with several thicknesses and a 
variety of cross-sectional shapes, and the shape dependence is discussed. 
PACS: 42.68.Mj, 77.30. + d 
The analysis of the scattering and absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation by distributions of particles 
is important in the study of aerosols and their effect on 
the optical properties of the earth's atmosphere. The 
effect is usually studied by parameterizing the aerosol 
in terms of the density of the constituent particles as 
well as the particle shape, size and composition. Most 
aerosols contain particles with a variety of shapes and 
orientations, and it would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to include the precise features of a particle in any 
scattering calculation. For this reason and to simplify 
the computational task, the particles are often model- 
led using equivalent spheres [1]. The use of spheroids 
has also been suggested [2], but in order to judge the 
adequacy of these approximations it is important to 
know how the geometry and material composition of a 
particle affect its scattering. 
The particles which are studied in this paper are thin 
plates having length to thickness ratios ranging from 
10:1 to 1000:1. Several simple shapes are examined 
including a circle, square, 2:1 rectangle, equilateral 
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triangle, and a bowtie formed by connecting two 
equilateral triangles at their vertices. The bowtie, being 
a reentrant shape, gives results which differ noticably 
from those for the other (convex) shapes. This is an 
interesting phenomenon since many aerosols are com- 
posed of particles of reentrant shape. 
To make possible the analysis of these particles, a 
stable integral equation formulation for the scattered 
field is presented along with an efficient numerical 
implementation. The scattered fields for the various 
shapes are summarized through the calculation of the 
electric polarizability tensor elements, and these quan- 
tities are displayed over a range of permittivities. 
Integral Equations 
The problem considered is that of a linearly polarized 
plane electromagnetic wave incident upon a homo- 
geneous isotropic dielectric non-magnetic plate. The 
plate is assumed flat with uniform thickness t centered 
on the z = 0 plane. The incident electric field is taken as 
/~nc = ~i exp(ik/~- f), (1) 
where/~ and ~ are unit vectors specifying the directions 
of incidence and the electric field (or polarization) 
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respectively. Mks units are employed and a time factor 
exp(-icot)  is suppressed. Since the permeability of the 
plate is the same as that of the surrounding free space 
medium, the total electric field everywhere can be 
expressed in terms of an electric Hertz vector and 
written as [3] 
E(~) =/~inc(l:) -~- (~r -- 1)(V V' -~- ]s /~0 7:) G(FIF: ) d V ' ,  (2) 
v 
where e~ is the relative permittivity. The integration is 
over the volume V of the plate and G is the free space 
Green's function 
eikK-P[ 
G(r-l:3- - -  
4 n [ f - f ' l  
By allowing f to lie in V, (2) becomes a volume integral 
equation for the interior electric field from which the 
field everywhere can then be found. 
The above formulation is valid for a body of arbitrary 
shape and any electrical size, and the solution is 
naturally frequency dependent, but if the maximum 
dimension L is small compared to the free space 
wavelength 2~/k, a low frequency analysis is possible. 
For sufficiently small kL the fields in the immediate 
vicinity of the plate are then expanded in power series 
in k, viz. 
E =  ~ (ik)~E,,. 
m=O 
The leading (static) term corresponds to Rayleigh 
scattering, and since, for many purposes, this is suffi- 
cient to describe the scattering, attention will be 
confined to this case. In the near field (2) now reduces 
to 
Eo(r-)=Eio~(r-)+(~-l)  VV" I Eo(r-)Go(f l f )dg' ,  (3) 
V 
where 
Go(r-] f') = (4n I f -  f'[) - ~, 
and because V x f 0 = 0, E o can be expressed in terms of 
a static potential r as 
E o =  - Vr 
The corresponding incident field potential is - ~ .  ~, 
which leads us to write 
3 
i=l  
where the x~, i = 1 , 2 , 3  with x 3 = z  are Cartesian 
coordinates. Thus, the general problem can be solved 
by considering separately the three incident field 
potentials -x~ with i=  1, 2, 3, and a volume integral 
equation from which to obtain r is then 
r = - x ~ - ( ~ -  1) I V'~b~(K). V'Go(r-lf)dg'.  (4) 
V 
The resulting expression for the scattered electric field 
in the far zone (kr~oe)  of the plate is [4] 
ikr 
s  2 e .... :x(:x:) (5) 
4neo r 
where eo is the permittivity of free space. The field is 
attributable to an electric dipole whose moment : can 
be written as [5] 
: = eoP- a ,  (6) 
where P is the electric polarizability tensor. The 
elements P;j are expressible as weighted surface in- 
tegrals of the electrostatic potentials: 
P i j :  - -@r--  1) I n" fci~)jdS, 
B 
where h is the outward unit normal to the surface B of 
the plate. The tensor is a function only of the geometry 
and permittivity, and for real er the tensor is real and 
symmetric, with at most six independent elements. 
From (5) the total scattering and extinction cross 
sections are 
k 4 
aT = ~ a . (P . n*) . d (7) 
and 
o-~ = k Im {d. P-  d}, (8) 
respectively, where the asterisk denotes the complex 
conjugate. 
In practice, a volume integral equation such as (4) is 
not usually convenient for numerical purposes, and it 
is customary (see, for example, [6]) to convert it to a 
surface integral equation. The resulting equation is still 
exact and has been employed to treat the problem of 
low frequency scattering by rotationally symmetric 
particles [4, 7] and rectangular parallelepipeds [8]. In 
the particular case when the length to width ratio is 
small, these bodies reduce to circular and rectangular 
plates, respectively. An alternative approach is to 
invoke the thinness property of a plate at the outset by 
expanding the potential ~i in powers ofz ( = x3). From 
symmetry considerations the dominant term for 
Izl<=t/2~Lis the zeroth order one i f / =  1 or 2 and the 
first order one if i = 3, and by assuming this dependence 
over the entire region occupied by the plate, the 
volume integral in (4) can be reduced [9] to an integral 
over (say) the upper surface z = t/2 of the plate. For the 
potentials q~l and Cz the integral equation becomes 
r = - x, - (e, - 1) S V;r V~G1 dS" (9) 
s 
with 
G 1 Godz" , (10) 
- t/2 
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whereas for ~b 3 
2 
~b3( ~ = - t -  t (~r- 1) I @3G2 dS' (11) 
S 
with 
G z = G O ~: =,/zt/2 (12) 
for if on S where S is the upper surface z = t/2 of the 
plate. 
The above equations can be simplified by allowing t to 
approach zero with t (er-1)  held constant. Equation 
(9) then becomes 
(hi(r-) = - x i -  t ( G -  1) S V'sOi" V'~GodS' (13) 
S 
for z, z '=  0, and this is identical to the low frequency 
limit of the integral equation for a resistive plate in the 
plane z = 0. Although a resistive sheet is often used as 
an approximation to a thin dielectric layer [10], its 
justification requires that Im{er}>>l, and since the 
polarization current is confined to the plane of the 
sheet, the normal component of the induced electric 
dipole moment is zero. The present formulation is not 
limited in this manner, and because of this, (9 and I 1) 
should provide a more accurate approximation for any 
plate thickness t ~ L and any permittivity, real as well 
as complex. 
Method of Solution 
Equations (9 and 11) provide an approximation to the 
problem of the static scattering from a thin plate. The 
numerical solution of these equations may be obtained 
by discretizing the problem using the finite element 
method [11]. The plate, or more specifically the surface 
S, is divided into triangular elements on which a set of 
linear basis functions are defined. Pulse basis functions, 
which are constant over the individual elements, are a 
popular choice since they simplify the evaluation of the 
integrals over the subdomains, but are unnecessary in 
the present case since the contributions of the sub- 
domains can be evaluated analytically. The basis 
functions are used to construct a ~b~ which satisfies (9 or 
11), and since the global behavior of ~b~, particularly ~bl 
and ~b2, is approximately linear, the linear basis 
functions permit an accurate solution with a relatively 
small number of dements. Linear basis functions are 
also superior to pulse basis functions in that they 
guarantee Co continuity of the solution, which cannot 
be easily surpassed even through the use of higher 
order basis functions. 
As an example of the discretization, a 16-sided approx- 
imation to a circular plate is shown in Fig. 1. The t's 
denote the different triangular subdomains, while the 
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Fig. 1. Typical element definition for an approximation to a 
circular plate. Only a quarter of the plate is shown, and a much 
finer mesh was used in all of the calculations 
construction of linear basis functions over triangular 
elements is most naturally accomplished using area 
coordinates 1-11]. Given a triangle with vertices 
/71 =" (Xl '  Yl), r2 = (X2, Y2) and/73 = (x3, Y3), and assum- 
ing/7= (x, y) lies inside the triangle, the area coordi- 
nates are defined as 
area(if, if2, if3) area(if1, if, if3) 
area(if1, r2,/73)' L2 = area(f1,/72,/73) 
E l  m 
and 
L 3 - 
area(f1, if2,/7) 
area(f1, if2, if3)' 
where area(ill, I=2,/73) is the area of the triangle de- 
limited by the points fl,/72, and 1= 3. The formulation 
may be restated using determinants as 
L I =  1 x y 1 x 1 Yl 
1 X 2 Y2 - -  1 X 2 Y2 
1 x 3 Y3 1 x 3 Ya 
with the L a and L3 defined similarly. The advantage of 
this notation is that it permits the natural expression of 
the potential within the triangle in terms of the 
potentials at the vertices. Using the above definitions, 
f ( x , y ) = L 1  has values f ( x l ,  y O = l  and f (x2 ,yz )  
=f (x3 ,  y3)=0. Thus, if the potential ~bi is known as 
~b~(xl, Ya) = (bl, #i(x2, Yz) = ~2 and ddi(x3, Y3) = qb3, then 
inside the triangle 
q~i( x ,  Y) = ~ l L 1  q- q~2L2 + ~3L3 
and 
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where the ai are the (constant) surface gradients of the 
Lj, j =  1,2,3. 
Assuming a discretization similar to that in Fig. 1, let 
the total number of points needed to delimit the 
discretization be N with the points labeled p j, 
j = 0 ,  1, 2, . . . , N - 1 .  Assuming that each point pj is 
contiguous with Mj elements, (9) becomes 
N-1 Mj-1 
r  - 1 )  • ~ j  Z I a jm'[7sGldS ' ,  (14) 
j=0  m=O Sjm 
where S j,. denotes the ruth triangular element as- 
sociated with the point p j, and @. denotes a vector a as 
defined above associated with the region S j,. and the 
point pj. Equation (14) may be converted to a system of 
N linear equations in N unknowns by writing 
N-1 Mj-1  
9 k = - x , - ( e ~ - l )  E @j Z I @," V'~GlkdS', 
j=0  m=O Sj~ 
where G~k denotes G1 with the field point at Pk, i.e., 
Gak=Ga[r162 This may be recast as the matrix 
problem 
X = ( A - - I ) + ,  
where I is the identity matrix, 
= ['~0, ~ 1 , ' ' "  ~ N -  1] T 
x = [~,. ~o, ~," ~,, . . . . .  ~ ,  ~,~-,3 ~ 
find A is a matrix whose elements % are given by 
Mj-  1 
ak2= - ( e , - 1 )  Z I as,." V;G~kdS'. (15) 
,. = 0 Sjm 
The aki can be evaluated by decomposition into several 
integrals of the form 
I ~ - ~  as' (l= 1,2). 
Sj~ UX l 
As an example of how the evaluation proceeds, let the 
field point be P0 and the triangular element be tao as 
shown in Fig. 1. Choosing I= 1 gives 
- aG1 o , 1 3 aG1 o 
Ii==_t!o~7:-~,~ dS = S dy" ~ dx" ' o Ls(i+r') c~x '
1 
= ~ d y ' G ~ , o l ~ . ~ . + / ~ .  
0 
Since the field point is Po, it follows that x = y = 0 and 
z = t/2. Letting t/'= t / 2 - z '  and changing the order of 
integration yields 
l ,  i I 1/2 ~'=3 (16) I i = ~ o  dtf dy'(x'2+y'2+tf2) - ~=3/2(i+/)" 
0 
This is the basic type of integral encountered in 
evaluating the akj, but the integrand becomes more 
complicated as the field point is moved from the origin 
and the element Sj" changes orientation and shape. In 
each instance, however, (16) can be converted [Ref. 12, 
Sect. 2.261] to a number of integrals of the form 
i in [a(b + rl 2) - 1/2 @ c] dr/, 
0 
which can be evaluated using integration by parts in 
conjunction with [Ref. 12, Sect. 2.267.1]. Although the 
analytic evaluation of the matrix elements in (15) is 
cumbersome, the resulting algorithm is both faster and 
more accurate than one which relies on numerical 
integration. 
The evaluation of (11) for the potential r associated 
with the normal excitation is accomplished in a 
manner similar to the above. Simplifications result 
since the derivatives of ~b 3 are not involved and the 
reduction [13] to a line integral can be profitably 
employed. 
After the potential has been computed there remains 
the problem of calculating the tensor elements Po" If 
the plate has an axis of symmetry in addition to the z 
axis the polarizability tensor P is diagonal, and the Pu 
are given by 
Pi,=-t(er--1) Sfi.~idAdl (i= 1,2), (17) 
C 
P33 = - - 2 ( e r - -  1) I r dS , ' (18) 
s 
where C is the edge of the particle. 
For particles which are very thin and/or have e~ close to 
unity, the potential inside and on the particle may be 
approximated by assuming that the scattered field is 
small compared to the incident field. Writing 
Oi = - xi + ~b~ (i = 1,2) 
and assuming that I Vxi] >> I Vr the divergence theorem 
yields 
P,,= - ( e r -  1)2i. I ( -  Vxi+ Vq)~)dV~-(er - 1)V (19) 
v 
(i = 1, 2) where V is the volume of the particle. Similar- 
ly, for the normal excitation 
r  ~ ( - z + r  
inside and on the plate, and if [Vz[ >> [Vq~[ then 
P33 = - ( e r -1 )  ~ . ~v l ( -  Vz q- VOS3)dv-~ l (er-1) V. 
(20) 
Numerical Results 
When considering scattering from small thin particles 
it is often convenient to approximate the scattered field 
using the small scattered field approximation given in 
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the previous section. The validity of this approxima- 
tion generally depends upon such gross parameters of 
the particle as the volume, thickness and permittivity. 
In Fig. 2 the dipole moment per unit volume resulting 
from the electric field in the plane of the plate is shown 
for several thin circular disks. The data were obtained 
using a program based on the algorithm described 
above with the circular plate being defined by a 
36-sided approximation consisting of 348 triangular 
elements. The maximum error here and in the follow- 
ing graphs is believed less than a few percent. Consis- 
tent with physical expectation, the calculated dipole 
moments are almost those for the limiting spheroid 
when the thickness/diameter and permittivity are 
small. For large values of permittivity, PI ~/V must 
eventually converge to the perfectly conducting limit, 
and this is evinced by the thicker disks. 
The data in Fig. 3 have been normalized to show the 
region in which the resistive sheet approximation, see 
(13), is valid. The functional dependence of the resistive 
sheet approximation is upon the product (er -  1)t, with 
no dependence on (er -  1) or t individually. In Fig. 3 
(e, - 1)t was held constant at each of three values while 
t/d was swept from 0.001 to 0.1. The sheet approxima- 
tion appears quite justified for (er-1)t/d=O.1, but 
degenerates for larger values, i.e., lor thicker plates or 
higher permittivities. The normalization of P~x/V by 
t/d is used to provide a PI~ which is normalized by a 
volume parameter not dependent on the thickness of 
the plate. 
The quantity P33/V is shown for various plate thick- 
nesses and permittivities in Fig. 4. Again, the disk 
model is an accurate predictor of P3JV for small 
values of thickness/diameter and e r -1 .  The almost 
exact match of the t/d=O.O01 plate with the limiting 
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Fig. 2a~t. PI 1IV for circular plates whose thickness/diameter is 
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Fig. 3a-c. Pllt/(Vd) for a circular plate with (~r-l)t/d held 
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Fig. 4a-c. P3 JV for circular plates with thickness/diameter equal 
to (a) 0.1, (b) 0.01, and (c) 0.001. The values for a zero thickness 
oblate spheroid are almost identical to those for the thinnest 
plate 
potential on the surface of the plate. Since the plate 
thickness is uniform, the potential on the surface of the 
plate is not (cf., a thin oblate spheroid), and within a ring 
of depth t near the edge of the plate the potential varies 
quite rapidly. This is entirely consistent with the 
physics of the problem, but it makes modelling the 
solution quite difficult. The quantity P11/V does not 
reflect this peculiar behavior since P l l  is calculated 
from an integral of the potential and the rise in the 
potential occurs over a very small region. 
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Figures 5 and 6 compare data for the circular disk 
having t/d=O.1 to values for other shapes with the 
same thickness and volume as the disk. The various 
shapes produce dipole moments which are almost 
identical for small values of er, but diverge as ergot.  
Shapes which have length to width ratios comparable 
to unity produce dipole moments which are similar 
over a wide range of ~r, but the rectangle and bowtie 
have relatively large dipole moments when the electric 
field is parallel to the long axis of the plate. As shown in 
[9], a knowledge of the length, width, thickness, and 
permittivity are generally sufficient to provide a good 
estimate of the dipole moment for convex plates. For 
non-convex shapes such estimates are invalid, as 
evidenced by the bowtie which behaves differently 
from the convex shapes at high permittivities. For 
thinner plates the dipole moments of the triangle, 
square, rectangle, and bowtie converge to the oblate 
spheroid results at about the same rate as the 
circular disk values. When the incident electric vector 
is in the plane of the plate, making the plate thinner 
causes the shape effects to appear at higher values of 
the permittivity, but with normal excitation the shape 
has virtually no effect if the plate is thin. 
Conclusions 
The data presented in this paper were obtained using 
an integral equation formulation which was spe- 
cialized to the case of a thin plate. The discretization of 
the problem in conjunction with a piecewise linear 
expansion of the potential in the plane of the plate 
makes possible the analytic evaluation of the integrals 
over the subdomains. This particular formulation of 
the problem provides accurate results for a relatively 
small amount of computation time. The zero thickness 
oblate spheroid has been shown to be a useful model, 
particularly for very thin plates with small permittiv- 
ities. The shape of the particle becomes important 
when either the thickness of the plate or the permittiv- 
ity is increased and this is the region where the 
program is most valuable. 
In distributions of particles the excitation of the 
individual particles may be random. This randomiza- 
tion may be accounted for by aspect averaging the 
dipole moments associated with the particular shape, 
and though this reduces the effect of shape on the dipole 
moments for mos t  of the particles examined, the 
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Fig. 5a-e. Comparison of P11/V (--) and 
Pzz/V (---) for (a) a circular plate, (b) a 
square, (c)an equilateral triangle, (d)a 
2 : 1 rectangle, and (e) a bowtie. All the 
plates have thickness/diameter = 0.1 and 
the same volume, and in the case of the 
rectangle and bowtie the xz axis is the 
longer symmetry axis 
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Fig. 6a-d. Comparison of P33/V for (a) a 
circular plate, (b) a square, (c) an 
equilateral triangle, (d) a 2 : 1 rectangle, 
and (e) a bowtie. All the plates have 
thickness/diameter = 0.1 and the same 
volume 
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tries. The bowtie was the only reentrant shape 
examined, and if this behavior applies to other reentr- 
ant shapes, it could make questionable the use of 
simple convex models for these plates. 
All of the data presented were obtained for relative 
permittivities which are purely real and greater than 
unity. In fact, the program is capable of analyzing 
plates with arbitrary complex permittivities and this is 
an area of intended future investigation. Preliminary 
results indicate that when the real part of the permittiv- 
ity is negative, the similarity of the dipole moments for 
particles of different shape no longer holds, and 
particularly in the vicinity of resonances [2], the results 
are highly shape dependent. 
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